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TEACHING ENGLISH THROUGH

SONGS AND GAMES
by patricia P realin

during the months of march april and LANGUAGE GAMES AND SONGS FOR
maymav of this school year I1 volunteered my CORE ENGLISH
services to tutor three thai students
although I1 am a regular classroom teacher there are twenty songs in a separate book
I1 felt that this new teaching situation would to supplement the program these songs are
be a challenging one learning sessions were introduced to reinforce specific structures
held on wednesday afternoon during my and vocabulary that the children are learn-

ingpreparation period for a half hour and
thursday during morning recess the child-
ren were always eager and excited to learn
they especially enjoyed the songs that we

Ms realin california teachersang and the word games that we played I11 a
member of the 1976had to make most of the materials that I1 was a summer

TESL at BYUHCBYU HCused everything was quite ideal for the first workshop

two months I1 gradually found that it would
be impossible for me to spend the time
needed to make my own materials so I11 used
methe hawaii english program music com-
ponent

two records are available to accompany
in my lessons and found it to be very these songs core english songs contains

helpful the first ten songs and more core english
songs contains the last ten

in addition to the HEP music program
which has a wide variety of songs of excep-
tionally the records done of theare poorly manytionally good recordings I1 had the oppor-
tunity words and difficult under-

stand
are garbled toto view four other programs they

are they are not adaptable to spoken
english the bilingual child would certainly

serafina drears and barry johnsons run into problems when listening0 to the
language games and songs for coreoore recorded songs and could have even more
english ginn & co 19711971 problems trying0 to sing them

jack richards and michel polquinsPolquins materials for games must be provided by
english through songs newbury house the teacher for several of the games you
1972 will need such props as a blindfold a jump

rope a rubber ball or beanbags others in-
clude cards word cards letter cardsenglish around the world scott fores-

man

picture
and the face of a clock with movable handsand company 1972

ENGLISH THROUGH SONGS teachers
hap palmershalmersPalmers learning basic skills edition
through music vols I11 & 2 and get-
ting to know myself the sixty four songs in this songbook are

either traditional songs that have been
I1 will mention the contents of the prprogramograin adapted to meet the requirements of teach-

ingand include my personal comments english as a second language or songs
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that have been specially written to incorpor-
ate

good and original ideas incorporated in
items from introductory courses in these lesson plans and word replacement

english as a second language the authors in many will help the bilingual student
have made a special effort to ensure that the relate to and understand the song
sentence patterns and grammar in the songs
are those of normal english that the songs
when sung are stressed according to the ENGLISH AROUND THE WORLD
patterns of spoken english and that they
incorporate useful vocabulary items chosen many songs are incorporated in these
according to their frequency and famili-
arity

complete ESL programs for grades from
the songs are grouped into four level one to level six the songs accom-

panylevels representing approximate progress specific lessons and are neither listed
both of difficulty and of content the songs nor available as a supplementary text
in levels one and two are ideal for very
young children those in levels three and
four are of more general appeal

LEARNING BASIC SKILLS THROUGH
level one MUSIC

vocabulary of as few as twenty-
five words is needed these record albums include a concise
limited to sentences in the simple lesson plan for each song all of the songs
present continuous tenses imper-
atives

stress developing listening skills as well as
and to easily demonstrable reinforcing concepts that are introduced to

vocabulary the students some songs give the students
the opportunity for creative movement and

level two self awareness the rhythmic beat of each

vocabulary of fifty words is needed song would make a child want to participate
past tense is introduced by dancing or snapping his fingers

auxiliaries are expanded
A variety of question fromsbroms are
practiced referencesmore complex sentences are per-
mitted using if clauses and two
part verbs for example dykstra charlotte songs for the language

skills program hawaii english program
levels three and four-

a
1970

vocabulary of fifty to one hun
dred fifty words is needed krear serafina and barry johnson lan-

guageuse of longer and more difficult games and songs for core english
sentences and more complex struc-
tures

ginn and company mass 1919717 1

A review of tenses question forms palmer hap getting to know myself
and basic sentence patterns educational activities inc new york

1972

unfortunately the teachers manual does palmer hap learning basic skills through
not indicate these levels by reading the music vol 1 and vol 2 educational
lesson plans and looking through the list of activities inc new york 1969
vocabulary words I1 decided that it would
probably be a level three book the lessons richards jack and michel polquinholquinPol quin english
presented were very thorough there is a through songs newbury house pub
good vocabulary index but the teacher must inc rowley mass 1972
examine the indicated teaching parts for the
grammar and pronunciation to decide the scott foresman and co english around the
level of a particular song there are a lot of world glenviewGlenview 111111.iiilii 1973


